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The Fox Barks
Holiday time! May yours be most enjoy-

able!

1995 USCA National Rally -- June 27-29,
Tuesday -Thursday. We had objections to the
first date from the East and Canada, since their
schools go late in June. So, we thought we'd
try a mid-week rally to accommodate them,
and to avoid the high prices of resort areas
(just about everywhere, these days!) that start
summer rates Memorial Day or July 1.

Yes, we did discuss those who wheel in
after work on Friday evening, or drop by on
Saturday for a quick visit. But for 1995 we
figured we'd give the mid-week a try. We also
talked about the need for vacation time, travel
times, and other matters -- it seems no matter
WHEN we hold the rally, some members
simply can't make it.

Let me know how you feel, and why, and
we'll pass on suggestions to the 1996 hosts.

In the meantime, make your plans for a
nifty rally, with lots to see and do within a few
miles of the campground. Nor will we turn you
out each day -- you'll be able to visit or veg-
etate right in the campground! A further note --
if you'd like an extended time in the area, be
aware that Friday morning after the rally,
begins a time when area campgrounds and
motels offer only packages for entire weekends
-- not day-to-day.

There is a call for hackie' videos to show.
Why not start to get one or more of your trips
or rallies ready -- and let Al Schultz know you
have something?

On the subject of 1995 -- How about
sharing your hack with some other people? I've
noticed in the biking literature that I see, that
various groups take a weekend day to give
rides to PAL clubs, handicapped groups, rest
home residents, etc.

Why not consider getting together your
hackin' buddies or club, contact some such
group in your area, and spend a bit of a Satur-

day or Sunday giving sidecar rides? Or, you
can do it all alone if sidecars are really scarce
in your community.

Now is the time to start, because arrange-
ment takes some time. Usually the idea has to
be presented to someone (who may refuse such
"idiotic nonsense"), and then has to work its
way through a board for approval, and a selec-
tion of date(s). With a passel of potential
passengers, it may take a goodly group of
hacks, or a couple days to accommodate all
who want to give it a try.

Your hack doesn't have to gleam with
chrome -- any well-used rig is quite satisfac-
tory. But make sure your insurance covers a
non-related passenger -- it probably does. The
leader of the potential group will probably ask
about that early in the discussion. If you need
it, most insurers can provide one or two days
of coverage at moderate cost.

If you've chosen an adult group, remem-
ber that for a first ride, they'd prefer a rather
calm one. Many kids might enjoy tight turns
and "flying", but not all of them. Handicapped
people will vary on abilities -- judge for your-
self, conservatively.

For a senior group, some of course, are
not really fit for a ride. Let the home personnel
decide for you. But even seeing a sidecar will
elicit many memories -- it's amazing how
many older folks courted with a rig, or even
had that as their main transportation way back
when "chairs" were really chairs. Relive some
hackie' history with those folks!

Also, why not send in a couple photos and
a few words so we can share your good time?
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Lean-out
A couple of weeks back, I decided to unlock the

garage, inch past some of the assorted motorcycle and
camping gear, reach over the nose of the sidecar, throw
the switch and see how the old battery was doing.

Actually, I had started working on this issue, and
the entire business out in the garage, was an excuse to
quit work for a while. I had no business being out
there... I should have been in this office working. But
you know how that can go.

Anyway, I hit the switch, and absolutely nothing
happened. Yeah, the battery was getting on towards four
years old.

Well, that bugged me, so I didn't come back in the
office and get to work... no... I turned on the light in the
garage, then hit the volt meter switch. Zero. Didn't even
budge the needle. Hmmm.

Naturally, I had to round up the trickle charger,
plug it into the system, run an extension cord out there
and satisfy myself that something was possibly being
done about the situation, before I could turn my back on
the rig and come back to the office and continue work.

In the next few hours, I found more than a few
excuses to go back out to the garage, flip the volt meter
switch and see what was going on. At first, the needle
just moved a bit. Then it showed a few volts. Finally, it
registered eight volts, as I
was ready to lock up for the
night, so I left the trickle
charger on overnight.

Come morning, I went
back out to check and the
battery probably had nine
volts, but it didn't come up
beyond that.

Hrumph. Nine out of
twelve was very question-
able... I'd disconnect the
charger and see what
happened over the next few
days. Didn't have time to go
for a ride anyway, I needed to
work.

For a couple of days,

I'd flip the volt meter switch and still get an eight or
nine volt reading. That was a bit  encouraging... at
least it could still take some charge and hold it.

But about the third day I hit the switch and
nothing. Sigh. I've got a new battery out in the shed,
dry, ready to fill, charge and install. But somehow,
there is always that last glimmer of hope that you can
get one more trip out of the old battery before you
really have to give up on it.

So, after this issue gets shipped, I suppose I'll be
installing a new battery, before the rig goes up to the
Griffith Park Rally.  Griffith Park, by its  mere timing,
suggests that this is the final issue of 1994, which
should be in your hands shortly after the Griffith Park
Rally is over.

1994 turned out to be a good year. If I didn't
manage many miles on my own rig, I did put miles on
a Ural rig in Washington and Oregon. And I did
manage to cover over 20,000 miles in 13 western
states, on various solo bikes.

I hope you had a good 1994, hope that the
Holiday season is a pleasant one for you and that 1995
provides us all with new destinations.
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Letters
INTERLOCHEN
 COVERAGE.
Dear Editor

I enjoy the SIDECARIST and your coverage
of the Interlochen Rally.

Being a novice to sidecaring, I took the
Sidecar Safety Course. It's a great program, very
helpful and I would highly recommend it.

Sorry, but now my complaint.

I am very proud of my rig, as I did all the set
up and paint work. I was pleased to see a photo
of it on page 22 [Sep.-Oct.'94 issue, top], but that
is me, not Mike Bowen, Gene Pettit is talking to!

Keep up the good work on the program.

Larry Hill, #5064,  Fife Lake, MI 49633

[Sorry to see the wrong identification run on
your photo, Larry. Unfortunately, all I can do as
an editor, is run what information I am given
with photos. In many cases, photos are sent in to
the SIDECARIST, with zero information, or only
partial captioning as to exactly who is in the
photo.

Ordinarily, captioning will include all the
information sent in along with the photograph.
When you spot a photo without a caption, you
can usually figure that no information was
included.

It is understandably easy for members to
send in a story or rally coverage, that contains
some mention of various rigs in the text, then
overlook getting the specifics attached to the
actual photo, because we all take photos, know
what we took the photo of and figure everyone
else will too ("Yeah, that's Joe Dokes and his
Vetter/Wing that he repainted black last year...").

The good part is that several folks
scrambled around enough to get rally coverage
into the last issue -- ed.]

CONTEMPLATING
PURCHASE.
Dear Editor

I greatly enjoyed the recent article by Bob
Anderson, in MOTORCYCLE TOUR &
TRAVEL [Sep. '94, available from TAM Com-
munications, 6 Prowitt St., Norwalk, CT 06855].
I have been contemplating the purchase of a new
and larger motorcycle and am very interested in
having a sidecar.

I have also been unable to determine which
motorcycles are considered most desirable for
this use and who the manufacturers of sidecars
are and what features they offer.

Michael Pitts, Charleston, SC

[Thanks for the nice words on the piece in
M/C T&T, which they requested I do. In any
event, it is serving it's purpose of letting the
world know there are some publications for
people interested in sidecars.

USCA publishes several books dealing with
available sidecars, as well as about the operation
and attachment of sidecars. I will enclose an
ordering form plus USCA membership info.

You are a rare individual in that you are
considering both a sidecar and a motorcycle best
suited for use. Most people want to add a sidecar
to what they have... good or bad.

First, I'll be frank and state that nearly 99%
of motorcycle manufacturers have a disclaimer in
their warranty about attaching sidecars or towing
trailers. Liability stuff, because most of them do
not manufacturer either. Having said that, one of
the most popular bikes around for attaching
sidecars to is the Honda Goldwing in it's many
incarnations. [most manufacturers gear up for
these "preferred bikes" and have suitable mounts.

I will not push any particular bike. Power is
a definite consideration, unless you do not care
about speed and can live in the slow lane like I
do. A sidecar puts a lot of drag on a bike and
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Letters..
diminishes mileage and tire life in the neighbor-
hood of 1/3. Larger engines feel the effect less,
but also have the capability of eating up tires.

Manufacturer and dealer follow-through/
setup are very important considerations for a new
sidercarist. Yes, you can do a hookup yourself,
but for a first time sidecarist, it is nice to have
some expert help. Lacking a dealer who is
experienced, look for a sidecar company that is
either easy for you to get your bike to for setup,
or one that shows active interest in working with
a local dealer to get your rig set up correctly. (An
alternative here is to check USCA classified ads
for a pre-assembled rig that is up for sale.)

Right now, for factory-produced rigs, you
are looking at either Harley-Davidson or Ural
America (Russian imports).

Hope this helps you star your search. -- ed]

ENTERTAINMENT.
Dear Editor

Early on, I had a 180c Yamaha with a
Bingham sidecar Being an under-powered ar
light weight rig, I tried sliding on wet pavement
as a form of entertainment.

I was trying to do 180 degree turns in the
rain, when I discovered that on a crowned streets
you will drift to the curb. Using a combination of
front and rear brake, and by turning the bars to
the left when starting the skid, I could plant the
rear and sidecar tires against the curb at the same
time, thereby "parking" in a fashion. I felt quite
proud of my new expertise and packed this
maneuver into my bag of tricks.

It was the very next day, in heavy rain, I was
able to try out my newest form of sell gratifica-
tion. I spotted an extremely wet and probably
willing hitchhiker on the main drag. I started my
controlled drift in the fast lane and accomplished
a beautiful parabolic curve, coming to rest
against the curb in front of this rain soaked
pedestrian. In my cheeriest voice I asked, "Need
a ride?". The ingrate backed away waving his
dripping hands as if fending off an attacking dog.

In a voice two octaves higher that what would
have been his normal, he kept repeating, "NO,
NO", then he ran over and hugged a bus stop
sign.

I tried not to be offended and wrote it off as
someone who was just not wet enough yet, but I
find I have no desire to rescue dampened, car-
less people any more. Go figure!

Tom Ridyard, #5378, Phoenix, AZ
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Father’s Day

CENTURY MOTORS
FATHER'S DAY
By Doug Bingham

A tradition goes on every year on
Father's Day. Century Motors holds an
open house in the Venice Beach area
of western Los Angeles, California.

Everybody who does something
in motorcycling shows up; old racers,
names you read about, actors... neat
motorcycle folks.

This year saw the usual collection
of motorcyclists show up at the well
known old British motorcycle shop,
where sidecars are no strangers.

Inside the showroom was an
Ariel/Watsonian Monza rig. Outside
was a Triumph/Bingham Mk-I. Dick
Symonds showed up with his rig, a
Triumph/hmmm... well, it had a Globe
chassis! Dick is a well know British
motorcycle man, that's been riding so
long, even Bingham don't want to
know.

Jay Leno hung around a Russian
Ural outfit long enough that photos got
taken as proof that he hangs around
sidecars. Word is, some of his friends
are well know sidecar folks.

If you're in the area and need to
escape next Father's Day, remember
the gathering at Century Motors, 1640
Pacific at the corner of 17th St. You
can give them a call at (310)832-6190
if you need directions.
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Rally

By Martin J. Filiatrault
Maybe it was the heat. It might have been the

timing. Or possibly fires in the Sierras, or the
economy, or even fallout from the Northridge
earthquake. Or maybe our lives have become just
too busy; I know mine is...

Whatever the reason, attendance was rela-
tively light at the Mariposa fairgrounds this year for
the Sierra Sidecar Spectacular, held on August 5th,
6th and 7th. There were only 56 registrations, for a
total of 83 adults and 17 kids. Of course, the up side
was that there was no shortage of shaded camping
spots to offer scant shelter from the sweltering heat.
Temperatures were listed as being in the high 90s,
but on open pavement they had to be over 100

A seemingly endless string of rigs begins the parade through town.

SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR, '94

degrees by midday. Occasionally a breeze would
provide slight relief, as well as the high clouds
which passed through on Saturday, but generally
speaking, it was HOT.

I picked up the rally supplies from Alan and
Carol Huntzinger, Thursday morning, and they
headed for the fairgrounds on their freshly rebuilt
BMW rig later that day. After completing a solid
week of thrashing on my project (my wife Amy's
Hondamatic rig, which is almost rideable but
nowhere near complete), I loaded the primer/black/
metal beast onto my trailer at 10:30 thursday night.
I slept a fitful four hours that night before getting
up, packing hastily and hitting the road. Heading
through some wispy Thule fog in Gilroy, and into a
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Rally..

beautiful sunrise over Pacheco Pass, I then bored
into the dreaded mind-numbing eastbound glare,
before heading north into Merced for a gas and
shopping stop. I arrived in Mariposa, right on
schedule and set up camp. There were a few rigs
already there, but Alan and Carol were nowhere to
be found. A number of paranoid thoughts began to
waltz through my semi-punchy brain. What if
Alan's un-brokenin motor had left them stranded
somewhere? What if it had seized on a curve in the
mountains, sending them plummeting over a 500
foot cliff to their horrible doom?! Or worse yet,
what if I had to run the rally?!?

Fortunately they arrived about a half an hour
later, after running errands in town. That afternoon,
Alan took two other rigs on a belated winery tour,
and other people gradually began arriving. I chose
to eat an early (and cheap) dinner which left me
feeling rather ill, and went to bed early. A shame,
really; I later learned that I missed several chances
for far better fare in the company of others.

Saturday morning arrived clear and pre-
heated; it was probably 80 by 9:00a.m. Ray
Hutchins was cooking excellent breakfasts of eggs,
kielbasa and home fries all weekend, as well as
selling beer and peanuts. It was a very welcome
addition to the rally. Not so welcome were a lot of
yellowjacket-looking bugs, attracted by the extra
food. These incredibly annoying pests would get
right in the face of anyone trying to eat anywhere
near the picnic area.

The mystery run was led by Alan, with very
few participants. (I guess most people preferred to
stay in the shade...) Their quest was the geographic
center of California, and I understand that they
made it to the sign for it, but the actual centerpoint
was a hike of several miles from the sign. The
mystery ride's goal remains a mystery.

The sidecar clinic turned out to be a very
popular event this year. (Hopefully not just because
it was in the shade...) Run by Ed Bettinger with
help from Pete Huntley, it covered everything from
rigging to oil to driving tips to service alerts. The

length of the question and answer period that
followed, was indicative of its popularity, and next
year's tech session promises to be considerably
more extensive.

The field events were somewhat abbreviated
this year due to the scarcity of entrants. I had to go
with the same layout as last year due to the fact that
I initially didn't think I would be doing them this
year, and I ended up putting so much time into
Amy's rig that I didn't allow myself enough time to
redo the field events. Once again, Clint

McAuley generously donated the use of his
sidehack bicycle to allow the kids to participate on
the same course as the adults. I intend to be a
participant next year (on Amy's rig!), so if you'd
like to run the '95 field events, or if you have any
suggestions on how to improve them, we'd like to
hear from you!

We had an excellent turnout for the dinner at
the Youth Conservation Camp on Mt. Bullion.
Once again, Neil Jameson offered his services as
camera platform/leader, which allowed me some
excellent photo opportunities enroute. Another
advantage of a smaller rally turnout was a reason-
able dinner line, and once again  we were treated to
a delicious roast beef feed. Somehow it keeps
getting better!

During the awards ceremony, Alan chose to
mix the awards with the door prizes to keep it
interesting.

The awards were as follows:
ADULT'S FIELD EVENTS

Low E.T.: Ralph Navarrez and Jack Fassel.

High Points: "Alphonse and Gaston".

Worst: Bob and Matt Giles.
KID'S FIELD EVENTS

Low E.T.: David Flaco and Clint McAuley.

High Points: Jessica McAuley & Angela
Navarro.

SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR, '94..
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Rally..

Worst: David Flaco and Matt.
LONG DISTANCE, STRAIGHT LINE:

Lyle Nutter.
LONG DISTANCE TOUR:

Jack Rayburn.
LONG DISTANCE TWO-WHEELER:

Jim "Slick" O'Hagan.
OLDEST RIG:

Will Clark.
TOTAL COMBINED AGE:

The Benson family.
SENIOR PILOT:

Terry Downey.
SENIOR PASSENGER:

Ethel Huntley.
YOUNGEST PILOT:

Raphael Nelson.
YOUNGEST PASSENGER:

Petey Benson.
JUDGE'S CHOICE:

Bob Pelican and "Rota-Hak".
HARD LUCK:

Ed Bettinger.
50/50:

Angela Navarrez.

Note: Both Dan Doyle and Jack Fassel were
in the running for Long Distance Tour, having
attended the Bigfoot Rally in Kitimat, B.C., the
previous week. However, they both went home
enroute to Mariposa, and rode different rigs to this
rally; therefore, they chose to disqualify themselves
.

Sponsors
We extend our lasting gratitude to the follow-

ing sponsors: Chico BMW, Ed Bettinger, Huntley
Trophies, HACK'D Magazine, Champion Sidecars,
Zoom Cycle, Honda Peninsula, Road Rider, Motor-

cycle Accessories, Rider Magazine, Fresno Harley,
Fresno BMW, Santa Clara Cycle Salvage, Merced
Honda, Del Ryan, California BMW, Wilson's
Kawasaki, Williams Honda and Alan and Carol
Huntzinger. Thanks, gang; for coming through for
us again!

Sunday morning came early for most of us. I
managed to get my own stuff packed up shortly
after dawn and enjoyed another one of Ray's great
breakfasts. Who needs donuts! This time I ate in my
car, in order to foil those obnoxious fake-yellow-
jackets.

Bob Pelikan had registered on Friday as a
gesture of support for the rally, enroute to his own
tour of Yosemite on saturday. Roto-Hak was
hobbled by a self-disassembled shock on the
sidecar suspension, which was easily fixed. Upon
his return sunday morning, he graciously allowed
several fellow BMW Club riders to a test drive of
the legendary Roto-Hak. I managed a ride in the
sidecar; truly a magnificent machine! Thanks
Bob!

The drive home was early enough to avoid the
worst of the vicious Valley heat. The van handled
the trip with aplomb, although the trailer is getting
tired. Several weeks ago, it dropped a fender
somewhere on I-50 and had the right taillight
disintegrate. This time, it chose to drop the left
taillight, along with the license plate, somewhere
enroute. At least the rig was okay...

Next year's highlights include a two-day rider
course sponsored by the Sidecar Safety Program,
new field events, return of all-night movies, more
door prizes, lower temperatures and fewer bugs.

If anyone has any other suggestions on how
we can improve the Sierra Sidecar Spectacular,
We'd love to hear 'em! Just write Alan at the ad-
dress listed in the front of this issue. We'll see you
all next year!

SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR, '94..
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Rally..
SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR, '94..

Amy's rig on display by the entrance banner.

Barry Bates displayed his new Champion Daytona on a '94 Gold Wing.
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Rally..
SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR, '94..

Cliff Elver discussing his Hannagan Astro Sport/'94 Gold Wing rig.

Line-up begins for saturday's dinner run.
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Rally..
SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR, '94..

Heading up the mountain.

Parked at the Youth Conservation Camp.

Back down Mt. Bullion for the awards ceremony.

Bob Pelikan  repairs Roto-Hak's errant shock.
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Rally..
SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR, '94..

Alan and Carol distribute door prizes.

Bob and Matt Gilles and their "Dubious Distinction" for field events.
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M/C Run

By Marilyn McManus
Twice before, we've journeyed down the

Blue Ridge Parkway, from the Skyline Drive
beginning at Front Royal, Virginia, and ending
at Gatlinburg, Tennessee, some 575 miles. We
haven't done this in a number of years, and the
other two times we rode solo bikes. Last year my
husband and I each drove a Goldwing with a
California Friendship II sidecar, pulling a trailer
(one camper and one utility).

I know of no longer stretch of highway that
includes as many curves, hills, and valleys as the
Blue Ridge Parkway. It's an excellent way to
improve your sidecaring ability. Plus in August,
1993, the road wasn't particularly busy, so one
could concentrate on driving without a lot of
other traffic.

There were many motorcyclists riding the
Blue Ridge last year. It was interesting to meet a
few and wave at a lot more. Our sidecars and
trailers brought a lot of attention and comments.
We were never without people to chat with.

Blue Ridge Parkway: Two Goldwings, two sidecars, two trailers, two weeks and three people.

THE BLUE RIDGE REVISITED

I goofed before we left home and forgot to
take my motorcycle to the shop for its yearly
check-up. It was running so good, I never gave it
a thought. But, we had gone to Alaska, the
summer before and to Florida, at Easter -- so
there were a few miles on it since its last check

up. We weren't on the Blue Ridge for very
long, before I noticed a lack of power as though I
were running on three cylinders instead of four.
We took my motorcycle to a repair shop in
Wytheville, Virginia (a place we have visited on
previous trips).

It would be a day before my motorcycle
would be ready, so I used the opportunity to start
this article. I thought if I wrote it along the way, I
would be more apt to complete it; however, a
year later I am just now getting around to typing
it!

Back to our summer of '93 ventures... we
began our trip by attending the Pennsylvania
Christian Motorcyclists Association State Rally,
where we met a lot of interesting folk.
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One gentleman used to race motorcycles
including sidecars, both here in the USA and in
Europe. He was an enthusiastic motorcyclist and
won a couple of the motorcycle games. Our
seven year old daughter was the only kid to have
arrived at the rally with her bicycle transported
by a motorcycle. Needless to say, she and her
bicycle were very popular that weekend! A CMA
retreat is a nice way to learn to correlate your
religious faith and enjoyment of motorcycling.

After leaving Hummel's Wharf, Pennsylva-
nia, on sunday, we took the quickest route to
Front Royal, Virginia. We decided to stay in
Front Royal because the places to stay on the
Blue Ridge are considerably more expensive. At
the motel we met a couple of "motorcycle heads"
as Jim, my husband, calls them. One gentleman
was from Australia, and has had a number of
motorcycles and sidecar rigs. He had just fin-
ished touring in Europe (the Alps). A lady staying
at the motel (an antique dealer) took an interest
in Dori, and spent two hours teaching her to
swim.

Motorcycling is such a wonderful way to
meet people! If you want an adventure meeting
people, take your family on a trip via motorcycle
and sidecar!! It's an experience you won't want to
miss.

We visited Natural Bridge, Virginia, and
saw the evening program (the Creation taken
from Genesis I in the Bible). The colored lights
at night, music and narration were spectacular!

My 1200 Aspencade received new spark
plugs, a new air filter, and some new gas line --
but it still lacked power. Three days I struggled
with it, just barely making it up the mountains in
second gear. It was quite discouraging but the
scenery was breathtaking. There were numerous
tunnels on the Blue Ridge.

The next night we drove into Boone, North
Carolina to check out a Honda shop They
couldn't detect anything wrong with my bike (but

M/C Run..
THE BLUE RIDGE REVISITED..

I knew better!). The next morning we visited
Tweetsie Railroad for a half day of "wild west

family fun". Tweetsie is an authentic coal-
fired steam locomotive. Its engine came from the
Skagway, Alaska, to

Whitehorse, Yukon, railway in 1957. Dori,
our daughter, had a grand time at Tweetsie R.R.
That night we drove to the top of Mt. Pisgah and
got a motel room overlooking the hazy Appala-
chian Mountains.

Beautiful!!

The following morning we drove to another
Honda shop. This one was in Waynesville,

North Carolina; we've also been here on two
previous trips. I gave them my tale of woe and
they said they would let us know by 3:00p.m. if
my motorcycle could be fixed that day. (Two
other out-of-towners were ahead of us.) We did
laundry, ate a leisurely lunch at McDonald's,
went shopping, then called the Honda shop. Yes,
they would be able to have it fixed by 5 or
5:30p.m. It was a hot sunny day and we decided
on camping that night. Out a winding road was a
lovely secluded campground by a stream. We
signed up for a site, but before the caretaker
could take us to site #59, he had to first shoot a
rattlesnake some camper found. Sure enough, it
was a three foot long rattlesnake, about nine
years old, yellow with black bands. It took three
shots to kill him. It was the first time I had seen a
rattlesnake "in the wild".

We set up our camper and drove back to the
Honda shop at 5:00p.m. I was greeted by the
manager. "I'm very sorry mam, but we had to put
a rush job in front of your bike and yours won't
be ready until noon tomorrow." "Okay," what
else could I say? I was at their mercy. "Please
leave our little trailer out; we will be back in a
little while to pick it up." By this time it was
raining a heavy down pour... oh no! Our camper
is open!
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M/C Run..
THE BLUE RIDGE REVISITED..

After a Pizza Hut supper, we drove back to
the Honda shop to pick up our trailer. Oh no
again! They had locked it in their shop. That
meant no sleeping bags or pillows. That night we
slept with plastic over our damp mattress, used
beach towels as blankets, an extra flannel sheep
we had in the camper, and anything else we
could get our hands on for bedding. It was quite
a day. Would my motorcycle be ready tomorrow?

It was saturday, and after a leisurely morn-
ing, we stopped by the Honda shop. Yes!!! My
motorcycle was ready and we were only out
$200. It runs great!!!

We drove back on the Blue Ridge Parkway
and onto the Great Smoky Mountain National
Park. Saturday was a busy day and there was
much traffic. We did see a couple of deer stand-
ing by the road side.

One nice thing about the Blue Ridge Park-
way and the Great Smoky Mountain National
Park -- neither of them has a charge! The Skyline
Drive was $5.00 per vehicle, but motorcycles
cost $3.00 even with a sidecar and trailer.

It was sunday, August 22nd. My motorcycle
was running poorly again. Same thing -not all
cylinders were firing. We decided to head for
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, and forget going to
Arkansas, as we had planned.

At the entrance of Mammoth Cave, Kentucky.

Mammoth Cave National Park, Kentucky, is
the longest cave system in the world, with over
300 miles of explored passageways. It is the
second oldest major tourist attraction in America,
second only to

Niagara Falls. It was established as a na-
tional park in 1941. There were a variety of
ranger-guided tours. We went on the Frozen
Niagara Tour (3/4 mile, one and a half hours). It
descended 280 steps through a series of pits and
domes. I was claustrophobic going down the
steps, but felt better when we reached the bot-
tom. The tour guide was interesting and the
temperature was refreshingly cool.

We also took a riverboat ride down the
Green River. We saw a number of turtles, ducks,
deer and a Blue Heron.

From Mammoth, we visited Abraham
Lincoln's birthplace near Hodgenville, Kentucky.

We made it home -- 35- 40mph going up
hills and as fast as the bike would go downhill --
a discouraging ride.

The day after we arrived home, I took my
bike to our Honda shop. That evening and $90
later, I took it for a ride -- it seemed okay! I was
still skeptical, but a month later -- still no prob-
lems. Yea! Let's go on another trip!!
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M/C Run..
THE BLUE RIDGE REVISITED..

 Jim and Dori at Smoky Mountain National Park.

Dori McManus at Tweetsies, Boone, North Carolina.
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Rally
USCA NATIONAL PHOTO COVERAGE - Interlochen, IL

By Ed Johnson
Top left: The Philippine Taxi is one of seven

sidecars in the possession of Bob Wilson from
Florida. Fittingly, he gave rides around the

campground. Power is a SR5 Yamaha.

Lower left: An International Sidecar, owned
by Ken Greene, owner of Wasioja Sidecar

Company. This sidecar was made in
Minnesota and is a copy of the English

Swallow.  To make a difference from the
original, the two convergence lines on the top

front are actually indentations.

Below: Northern Illinos Sidecarists, Rally
Committee. Donna Fousek, door prizes and

vendors. Jim Fousek, made and assembled 60
trophies, and assisted in Sidecar Safety

Program.
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Rally..
USCA NATIONAL PHOTO COVERAGE - Interlochen, IL..

Andrea, Rob and Debbie Wentzel, from Elburn, Illinois.

Becky Strassenburg, Terry's
best half, seasoned rider solo
Harley, BMW, Moto Guzzi.

Northern Illinois Sidecarists. Left, Terry Strassenburg, Rally
Committee. Al Roach, Security at Rally and USCA Secretary/

Membership Registrar.

Morgan Herman w/ Daytona  Champion sidecar on GL1500.
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Rally..
USCA NATIONAL PHOTO COVERAGE - Interlochen, IL..

Jim and Marilyn McManus with Dot Sommer in background.
Jim, USCA Vice President,  with wife Marilyn, and Carol and

Art Massey, put on the 1992 National Rally.

Jia Gribbin and son, Chris.

Shirley Moore, owner, with
husband Steve, of Cycle

Moore Campground, 1994
Rally site.Chow time.

Bike and rig washing time.
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Rally..
USCA NATIONAL PHOTO COVERAGE - Interlochen, IL..

Two tech sessions were held at Interlochen by Jim Gribbin.

Al Schultz, host for 1995
USCA Rally.

Marilyn Johnson, 1994 Rally
host at registration. Norma Murphy during the SSP. Photo: Jim Fousek.

Measuring and examining rigs at a tech session.
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Advt
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Museum

By Spencer Bennett
Lake Guntersville Aero

is located on the shore of
Lake Gunterville, in north
central Alabama, and is a
collection of World War I
replica fighters that abso-
lutely must be seen to be
believed. This collection
showcases the aircraft in
museum settings in six
hangars and has a workshop
and offices located in another
set of hangers.

The idea behind the
replica museum is to capture
the grace and beauty of the
early fighters in a package
that is safe and reliable to fly
and maintain. And fly them
they do, and it is soul stirring
to watch a Fokker Drei
Decker performing rolls,
loops and stalls, right-over
your head! The appearance
of the original aircraft is
maintained by the use of
cosmetic engine cowlings
that resemble the originals
and still allow the new
powerplants to operate.

The workshop is almost
worth the trip as they usually
have a work in progress and
many of the techniques used
on these replicas are the
same ones originally used to
make the aircraft in 1916. In
fact, the art of wood and
fabric aircraft building has
not changed much over the
past 75 years and it is still an
amazing process.

LAKE GUNTERSVILLE AERO, INC

David Moulder (with beard) and Nathan Moulder,
in front of Neuport replica.

View across hanger at Guntersville Aero,  showing main desk
and sales counter for T-shirts and stuff.

This is the main entry to the facility.
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Museum..
LAKE GUNTERSVILLE AERO, INC..

The museum
hangers display vin-
tage clothing and some
period vehicles along
with the aircraft. Some
original aircraft en-
gines and other parts
are also displayed to
give an authentic feel
to the settings, and the
aircraft themselves are
often so well repli-
cated that one has to
look carefully to be
sure they are in fact a
replica and not the real
thing. All of the
aircraft are individu-
ally owned, and Lake
Guntersville Aero
provides a magnificent
toy box to store them
in and a place to come
play with them if you
want to, and I think I
would want to play
with them a lot!

Lake Guntersville
Aero, Inc., is located
on U.S. Highway 431
near the junction of
State Highway 79.
Hours are 9:00a.m. to
4:00p.m. daily, with
some holiday excep-
tions. 1994 admission
fees were $5.00 for
adults and $2.50 for
youth ages 6-15. More
information is avail-
able by contacting
(205)582-4309.

"Blizzard Bill" Thompson in front of Fokker Drei Decker replica
before it flew a demo flight for our entertainment.

Left, Garry Lyons and Charlie Parsons (with beard), in front of
German Albatros aircraft.

The Fokker Drei Decker replica on the takeoff roll.
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Reunion
By Ed Johnson

The 3rd Wheel, Inc., a motor-
cycle club for sidecarists, was
founded in 1971, by Bill Espe and
John Hughes. It was the first cycle
group specializing in the sport of
sidecaring that I know of. They held
their first sidecar rally in 1975, in
Menomonee, Wisconsin. The 3rd
Wheel Rally became a focal point for
sidecarists in Illinois, Wisconsin,
Iowa and Minnesota. It was the place
to go. Most of the rallies that contin-
ued each year were at this initial
location. However, the last 3rd
Wheel Rally was held in 1987, at
New Ulm, Minnesota. The last
newsletter of the club was also in
1987, the editor, Estelle Hasert.
Although still on paper, The 3rd
Wheel, Inc., no longer exists.

In conjunction with the National
BMWRA Rally in Farmington,
Minnesota, in July of 1994, Doug
and Estelle Hasert held a reunion for
former 3rd Wheel members. Fur-
nished by the now almost depleted
club treasury, were steaks, hot dogs,
liquid refreshments and the trim-
mings, to ex-members and their
friends present. There had been
advance notice given that this event
would take place in the RA maga-
zine.

THE 3rd WHEEL REUNION

Estelle Hassert.

Erling Lauerson, Ontario, Canada. EML GT2.
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Reunion..
THE 3rd WHEEL REUNION..

Bud Karnes, Murphysboro,
Illinois. Owner, Egyptian

Sidecar Company, seller of
sidecars and installer for

many years. Company not
active at present. Attended all

of 3rd Wheel rallies.

3rd Wheel Rally T-shirt, Dave
McCurdy, St. Paul,

Minnesota.

Tim Michaelson, Monticello, Minnesota. 1968 BMW R69S,
1953 Steib, S350 sidecar. 16,000 miles on bike.

Kurt Drews, Minnesota resident, Minneapolis area.

Lee D. Young, pilot. USCA SSP Instructor Gene T. Cook on
buddy seat. Colleen Saegert in sidecar. 1966 BMW R60/2,

1957 Steib 5501 model.
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Reunion..
THE 3rd WHEEL REUNION..

Doug Hasert, chef.

John Pernic, Cannon Falls, Minnesota. BMW R50 model, 1955 Jawa sidecar.
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Kurt Drew's
matching pair,
1953 Zundapp,
1953 Steib, with
nose ornament

that says
Zundapp.

Restored in
1976, by Kurt.

Late style paint,
BMW Smoked

White,
Outstanding.

Reunion..
THE 3rd WHEEL REUNION..

Della
Lauerson,
Ontario,
Canada.

Dave McCurdy,
GT model EML.

St. Paul,
Minnesota
resident.
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Campout

By Steve Dumk
For the second year

in a row, our campout
couldn't have been held
on a nicer weekend in
May. Our event took
place in Shreve, Ohio, at
Whispering Hills Camp-
ground.

Registration opened
at 8:00a.m. Friday, May
20th. Each attendee
received a rally button,
coffee mug, impressive
package of maps, fliers
and catalogs.

In the afternoon,
our first ride took us
through "real" Amish
backroads to the small
town of Charm, to visit
the Gugenheim Cheese
factory and Miller
Bakery. Early that

2nd ANNUAL WESTERN RESERVE SIDECAR CAMPOUT
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Campout..
2nd ANNUAL WESTERN RESERVE SIDECAR CAMPOUT..

evening we had a dinner ride to
the Barn restaurant in Smithville.
There we met an ecstatic waitress
that was very impressed with
CMA (Hal Fisher was along with
us). Friday night was cool, but
clear, the stars were spectacular.

Early Saturday, many
people started their morning off
with a cup of Steve's excellent
coffee at registration. On saturday
afternoon, we proceeded on our
second ride, which was to
Lehman's Hardware, a hardware
store that boasts its all nonelectric
catalog. Our Bluegrass band
played in the afternoon while
campers checked out what
several vendors had to sell. AMA
safety videos were shown in the
late afternoon, followed by a tech
session which was comprised of
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Campout..
2nd ANNUAL WESTERN RESERVE SIDECAR CAMPOUT..

a 35 minute video of the 1994
Sidecar National in Pennsylva-
nia. Unfortunately, our Jumbo
ride was postponed till '95.

Door prizes were awarded
late in the afternoon. There were
almost enough for everyone,
thanks to everyone that contrib-
uted a door prize. That night we
sat down to a chicken dinner.
After dinner, awards were given
for: close call, beefcake, cheese-
cake, dirtbike and committee
choice. The Western Reserve
BMW Club uses recycled motor-
cycle, bowling and golf trophies
for awards, so you never know
what you'll get. Evening enter-
tainment was a return of our
bluegrass band.

Sunday morning saw the
sun rise as people were packing
up to go. It was a beautiful
morning and I took Betty (my
wife and main campout assistant)
for her first sidecar ride of the
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weekend to take down the signs
we put up for directions. We
closed up shop, packed up, and
just as we were ready to leave,
we got a call from Amy from
Arkansas (who's rig was featured
on our rally button), we sent
someone to help, and hopefully
she made it home OK.

Tally for the weekend was
86 campers, 20 walk-ins, about
30 sidecars and many two-
wheelers. 'We had attendees from
Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Indiana, Arkansas, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Illinois and New York.

We're already planning for
the "Third Annual Campout".
Mark the weekend before Memo-
rial Day in 1995, on your calen-
dars. See you somewhere in
northeast Ohio.

Campout..
2nd ANNUAL WESTERN RESERVE SIDECAR CAMPOUT..
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Touring
TOURING ALONE AND TOGETHER

In the two previous issues, Billie and Bill
Stone have started their trip with Bill taking their
rig to a rally while Billie flies to a convention in
Denver, where they later meet.

Together, they ride to the Black Hills, then
visit friends in Utah.

In this final installment, they head for a
Wyoming rally, then home.

By: Billie Stone

Left: Devil's Slide, in the Weber River Canyon
of Utah.

Below: Billie and rig at Wyoming rally.
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Touring..
TOURING ALONE AND TOGETHER..

After breakfast, we turned
the rig towards Cody, Wyoming.
We stopped briefly at the Devil's
Slide rock formation. The first
time we saw this was when our
girls were two and four years old
and we were traveling via
motorcycle and sidecar from
California to Michigan to visit
our families. Our oldest daughter
is now 51, so a lot of water has
run down between those two
walls of granite since then.

We stopped at Fort Bridger,
which was established in 1843,
as an emigrant supply station on
the Oregon Trail. As other
establishments, it changed hands
and fell into disrepair, but it has
now been pretty well restored to
look like it once did.

Back along the Oregon
Trail in the prairie, we stopped at
the South Pass overlook. In the
distance we could see the "pass"
-- this was where the pioneers
crossed the Continental Divide --
they had expected a high moun-
tain when they crossed from east
to west -- but instead, it was only
a slight elevation and they hardly
realized that they had gone over
it.

We had been told by a rider
that we talked to at one stop, that
Wind River Canyon was a
beautiful area. And we found this
to be true. The highway goes
along one side of the Big Horn
River and the railroad tracks
along the other side. We went
through three tunnels and I don't
know for sure how many tunnels
were on the railroad.

South Pass on the Oregon Trail, in center back.

Wind River Canyon tunnels.

Museum in Cody, Wyoming.
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Touring..
TOURING ALONE AND TOGETHER..

Bird's eye view of Cody Rally.

We arrived in Cody, Wyo-
ming, at our hotel late sunday
afternoon, August 15th. We
planned to have a little time to rest
before our friends would be
arriving from other areas. Three
years ago we had gone on a Poncho
Villa motorcycle tour down into
Mexico, and had met a number of
people. We have kept in contact
with several of the couples and
three of these couples were plan-
ning to meet us there in Cody.

Monday morning we visited
the Wild Bill Cody Museum. We
had been told it was something that
we should not miss and we soon
agreed. Actually, it is more like four
museums -- the, gun collection, the
art collection, the Indian collection
and the Old West.

We met for lunch and decided
that we were quite saturated with
information, so drove out to the
fairgrounds where the rally was
being set up. We were told that we
could not register until the next day.
So we rode back to our room. I had
some laundry to wash and Bill got
caught up on the newspaper.

About 5:30, Bill looked out
the window and saw two motor-
cycles parked outside one had a
Canadian flag on it. He said he was
sure the motorcycles belonged to
the couple from Canada that we
were expecting. Sure enough, they
had been at the office registering.
They had parked as they did as they
recoynized our rig.

We talked for a while and
then they went to their room to
unload and rest a while. Later they

Bill with New Zealand friend in sidecar.

came back to our room with the
couple from New Zealand, that had
been touring Alaska, and had just
driven in. So after some more loud
and fast talk, we all went over to the
nearby restaurant for dinner.

We all met at the fairgrounds
the next morning to register, buy T-

shirts and look over the vendors. As
nothing seemed so great that we
could not do without it, we went
back for another look at the Wild
Bill Museum -- there is just so
much there to absorb. Bill looked in
the Indian and Old West sections
this time and I looked at them
again.
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We met our friends again in
the afternoon and after the Cana-
dian couple had rode, past in the
parade, we all went to the Irma
Grill in the old Irma Hotel, for a
wonderful dinner. The dining room
has the old type metal ceilings, and
a $100,000 bar that was built out of
cherry wood in France. It was first
shipped to the east coast and then
carried by rail to Red Lodge,
Montana, and finally by wagon to
Cody. The Irma Hotel was built by
Buffalo Bill Cody in 1902, and was
named after his daughter. The town
of Cody was founded by Cody at
the turn of the century.

All day we had been looking
for the fourth couple to arrive from
Minnesota, but we had not made
contact. The Canadian couple went
to the rodeo and there they met the
couple from Minnesota. They
hurried back to our hotel room to
tell us the Minnesota folks had
arrived and that we were all to meet
for breakfast the next morning. Our
original plans were to leave "early"
the next morning, but seeing as
how events had altered those plans,
we all  met as planned for breakfast
the next day.

After much loud talk -- again
-- we had a picture taking session
and the other three couples got us
packed and saw us off towards
home.

We were back-tracking most
of that day, which was Thursday.
Friday we rode over to Salt Lake
City, and rode across the salt flats.
We stopped at the Bonneville Salt
Flats. I had been trying to take
pictures all along the flats, but the

Touring..
TOURING ALONE AND TOGETHER..

Left to right: New Zealand, Minnesota, California, Canada.

"Rest stop" in Nevada.

glare was so bright that my camera
would not focus. Finally did get
some pictures when we stopped.

We spent the night in Ely,
Nevada, and then got up very early
as we knew we had to cross the
desert, and as everyone knows, the
desert is usually very hot in August
but not always -- because we did
not take off our heavy jackets until
we got to Bishop, California, where
we had lunch. It has been said that
the Ely to Tonopah, Nevada, road is

one of the loneliest roads in the
country and I do believe it, yet it is
interesting too. It is similar, yet
quite different, from the prairies of
Wyoming.

When we got home at 3:00 in
the afternoon, our dog Poncho,
cried and jumped on us as we had
been gone quite some time. Bill had
ridden about 5,500 miles since he
left home and we rode 1,100 miles
in three days since we left Cody,
Wyoming.
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Legal
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Coming Events
December 3, 1994, Bigfoot Turkey Feast and Christmas Party. Info: Bigfoot Sidecar Club, J.

Uberschar, 8160 Rosewell Ave., Richmond, B.C., Canada V7A 235.

February, 1995, Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally, President's Day weekend (dates to be announced),
tentatively set for the KOA Kampground, Needles, CA. Info: Jack Zollars, (805)942-7110.

June 27-29, 1995, USCA 1995 National Rally, at Eagle Flats Campground, Wisconsin Dells area.
Info: Allen Schultz, S 30 W 29455, Waukesha, WI 53188.

As you can see, event listings get pretty thin
at this time of the year. However, event organiz-
ers should keep publication lead time in mind.

Event listings should be sent to P.O. Box
191, Lakeside, CA 92040, as early as possible.

Sidecar clubs and organizations are given
preference when listing space is critical. Non-
sidecar event organizers should specify if catego-
ries and prizes are specifically included for
attending sidecarists.
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Advt
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Classifieds
1st Time Ads
For Sale:
For Sale:

1978 Goldwing with California Friendship I
sidecar. 62,000 mi. Excellent condition. Black,
with Vetter fairing and saddlebags. 9 gal. fuel
tank. $3,500/080. Rodger Greene, 3603 Ocean
Ct., Port Hueneme, CA 93040. (805)486-5121.

Harley-Davidson FLT w/ Motorvation Formula II
Ltd, lift front, tilt handle, 10 gal. gas tank,
three tops, CB/intercom, luggage rack, color
matched, new tires. Merle L. Loomer, W4884
White Oak Rd., Delavan, WI 53115. (414)
245-5230.

1981 BMW R100, $2,295.00. 1980 Velorex
sidecar, $600.00. Buddy Burbeck, 704 - 15th
St. No., Moorhead, MN 56560. (218)2336766.
FJ1200 with Sidebike 1990, 7,000 mi. new red
white blue paint, an outstanding professionally
maintained combination. $8,500.00. Bill
Petitfils, 1916 West Ocean Front, Newport
Beach, CA 92663. (714)675-7405.

'78 GL1000, black, 20,000 mi., runs fine, com-
pletely serviced, Velorex 700 chair, all new
tires, Vetter fairing, $2,500, reasonable deliv-
ery considered, photos avail. Alan Booth, 2A
Jonathan Rd., Burlington, MA 01803.
(617)272-5873.

TWO complete BMW sidecar combinations. 1-
R50 with original Steib TR-500 running gear
but restored body. Bike assembled but needs
engine repair. 1-R60 modified for VW engine
and electric start. Has modified S-501 hack.
Bike completely disassembled for 15 years.
Avon fairing included. Both for $4,000.00. All
or nothing and as is where is. Fred Maupin,
2625 Hillshire Drive, Deer Park, TX 77536.
(713)930-0749.

Wanted:
Leading link frontend for 1984 GL1200 Honda.

Will consider all makes. Les Leach, 1191
Alamos Dr., Thousand Oaks, CA 91362.
(805)495-1105.

MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.

Reward for information to the acquisition of a
black and orange, RH, road racer. Sold in NW
states. 7 on # plates. I want to restore it for my
pilot. Tom Ridyard, 3311 E. Harvard St.,
Phoenix, AZ (602) 224-9553.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
1979 Goldwing, cheap leading link forks, Lester

mags, sterio, Vetter fairing and bags, engine
bored to 1100cc, good parts or project bike,
make offer. Michael J. Naquin, 4201 Iron-
wood Drive, Chino Hills, CA 91709.
(909)597-6612.

1985 BMW K100, '90 EML GT2 Dbl wide car.
35K on bike, 14K on car. Pichler fairing,
Corbin Dbl saddle w/ driver & pass. backrest.
AM-FM cass. CB-intercom. Radar. New drive
train & battery. New BMW tank bag. Htd
grips. Many extras, will deliver. $10,000.
Firm. Frederick J. Davis, 1521 B Golf View
Rd., Madison, WI 53704. (608)244-1097

Watsonian GP w/body susp., tonneau, conv. Fit
any duplex frame, 4/5 point; also LH frame.
Hal Kendall, 711 Plainwood Dr., Houston, TX
77079, or call (713)493-5255.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates: $30/6 issues
USCA Members,  $50/

6 issues (one year),
non-members. Send
business card and

check (US funds only)
to: Advertising
Manager, Selma

Heaton-De Vos, 2208
S. Jefferson, Muncie,

IN 47302.
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Classified Form
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Bookshop
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